






Check If You've Won 
See the winning numbers on our website or 

on the Magnum4D mobile app. 

PRIZES 

There are 7 ways to win, all based on how your 6-digit and 2-digit golden numbers 

match the numbers we draw. We'll use this draw result as an example: 

Prize 
Category 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

6-D/GIT NUMBER

576723 

6-digit
number 

Exact match 

First 5-digit match 
OR Last 5-digit match 

Exact match 

First 5-digit match 
OR Last 5-digit match 

First 4-digit match 
OR Last 4-digit match 

First 3 -digit match 
OR Last 3-digit match 

First 2-digit match 
OR Middle 2-digit match 

OR Last 2-digit match 

2-digit
GOLDEN number 

Exact match 

Exact match 

No match 

No match 

No match 

No match 

No match 

2-D/GIT

GOLDEN NUMBER 

12 

Example 

576723+12 

576721+12 
OR 

176723+12 

576723+00 

576721+00 
OR 

176723+00 

576711+00 
OR 

116723+00 

576111+00 
OR 

111723+00 

571111+00 
OR 

116711+00 
OR 

111123+00 

What you will win 
for every RM2 Buy 

Jackpot 1 Prize*: 
RM2 million**+ Jackpot 1 

Snowball***

Jackpot 2 Prize•: 

Jackpot 2 Snowball .... 
(or a guaranteed minimum of RMl00,000) 

RMl00,000 for every RM2 buyA 

RM3,388 for every RM2 buyAA 

RM338 for every RM2 buyAA 

RM38 for every RM2 buyAA 

RM4 for every RM2 buyAA 

Prize Rules 

*If there is more than one winner for the Jackpot 1 Prize or Jackpot 2 Prize, the prize will be divided among all winners in proportion

to their respective buy amounts. One buy of RM2 entitles you to one fractional share of the Jackpot 1 Prize or Jackpot 2 Prize.

**RM2 million is the minimum guaranteed prize amount for the Jackpot 1 Prize. 

***Jackpot 1 Snowball is the sum equivalent to 19.80% of the total gross sales of all draws minus any partial
win amounts from when Jackpot 1 was last fully won.

****Jackpot 2 Snowball is the sum equivalent to 7.0125% of the total gross sales of all draws minus any partial win amounts
from when Jackpot 2 was last fully won.

'The prize cap is RM10 million. If the total payout exceeds this in a single draw, then RM10 million will be divided among all winners 

in direct proportion to their respective buy amounts. One buy of RM2 entitles you to one fractional share of the RM10 million. 

''The prize cap is RMS million. If the total payout exceeds this in a single draw, then RMS million will be divided among all 

winners in direct proportion to their respective buy amounts. One buy of RM2 entitles you to one fractional share of RMS million. 




